Abslrael-Pervasive systems need to be context aware and need to adapt to context changes, including network disconnections and changes in network Quality of Service (QoS).
I. INTRODUCTION
The future generation mobile computing will provide users with a pervasive computing environment which offers seamless computing infrastnucture and can intelligently support user tasks.
The envimnment will use advances in high speed communication infmhuctures (K", GPRS, Bluetooth, UMTS, etc) and in sophisticated sensors and actuators. One of the requirements of seamless computing is network and device independence which allows users to move freely between heterogeneous networks and to change devices, if necessary, while maintaining application continuity. The issue which needs to be addressed in such pervasive environments is how to support multimedia seaming in an environment in which the context of computation may change, e.g. disconnections may o c w or Quality of Service (QoS) provided by the network may change. The environment needs to be context aware and dynamically adapt to context changes. In the case of multimedia streaming the system may need to provide vertical handovers between heterogeneous networks as a response to context changes and also to adapt the communication seam to suit the new networking environment while providing QoS acceptable for users.
So far, research on vertical handovers bas only concentrated on dealing w i t h disco~ecti~ns when users move out of a network coverage. The Daedalus project [Z], developed a v d c a l handover mechanism for Wireless overlay networks, where users were permitted to move in and out of a wireless network with minimal disruption to the application. The solution relied on mobile devices making handover decisions based on packet loss thresholds however this approach is not suitable for real-time applications like audio and video. The Full Stack Adaptation (FSA) [l] developed at the University of Florida allows vertical handovers between Ethemet, W A N and W A N . The architecture employed Mobile l P which leads to triangular routing [8] , where all packets must be I " i t t e d to the home network fust before they are forwarded to the mobile's current network.
This will increase latency to packets which may have fixed delay requirements. In both approaches the vertical handover is limited to disconnections resulting from user mobility. However, for pervasive systems, vertical handovers can he applied for a wider set of context changes. The following context changes should be taken into consideration in such systems: (i) users moving in or out of network coverage, or (ii) network QoS change which is unacceptable for applications, or (iii) users changing devices while continuing their applications (support for user independence from devices), or (iv) nsers entering preferred networks (support for user preference for communication networks).
In this paper we describe a solution for vertical handovers for multimedia applications in pervasive systems which addresses issues described in (i) -(ivf. The solution is based on the assumption that pervasive systems have to be context aware in order to support mobile users, devices and applications under varying computing envimnment conditions, i.e. these systems manage context information and evaluate context changes to select appropriate adaptation methods. Vertical handover is one of such adaptation methods.
This paper concentrates on the bandover decision making process which satisfies the four objectives mentioned above. This process has to evaluate context information (i.e. user devices and their capabilities, user personal context information, application QoS requimnents and user perceptihility of application QoS, user location, network coverage and network QoS) to decide whether handover is necessary and whether additional adaptation needs to be applied. As it is difficult for nsers to describe communication QoS required by their applications using typical network terms (delay, jitter, packet loss) [3], the decision making process evaluates the user perceived QoS and provides a mapping fiom the user perceived QoS to network indices. The indices are used to make the handover decision. This allows users to spec@ their QoS requirements for multimedia applications in an understandable, user biendly form. The paper also briefly describes the QoS mapping betwea networks which is required for handovers and a mechanism employed to minimise QoS violations during handovers, however the detailed description of these two issues can be found in [4] .
The shucttue of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed vertical handover approach with the emphasis on the handover decision process. Section 3 describes both our prototype for vertical handovers of video streams and experimental results which demonstrate the decision making process in relation to user mobility and varying network QoS. F u l l y section 4 concludes the paper. 11.
VERTICAL HANDOVER
The proposed handover redirects communication stream between different network interfaces on one device or between network interfaces on different devices for a variety of network technologies, including telewrmmunication networks ( G P R S M S ) . One of the main goals of the proposed solution is to minimise QoS violation for communication streams being handed over to other networks. The handover mechanism operates above the transport layer to allow changes between networks with different protocol stacks.
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As shown in Fig.1 , the architecture supporting vertical handovers includes the Context Repositoty which gathers and manages context informatioq the Adaptability Manager which makes decisions about adaptations to context changes (including decisions about handovm between networks), and h i e s which are responsible for executing handovers. Each network has its own proxy. A Domain Network Cluster (DNC) architecture is used, where multiple heterogeneous networks within a domain (eg. d e p h e n t a l , entqnse, etc.) are clustered together. As shown in Fig.1 , each DNC is supported hy the-Adaptability Manager and the Context Repositoty. Components of the Adaptability Manager which provide the functionality described in this paper are also shown in Fig.1 . (eg. temporality-slow, fasq detailing -high, low), type of video conten< and the tolerable level of QoS (eg. overall video quality, dismbances, and bandwidth fluctuations permitted). The personal setting in the static profile allows user to define preferences for devices and networks. S i c e our architecture is able to provide vertical handover to GPRSRiMTS networks, the context information also needs to include the User Cellular Network profiles (PDP context and QoS profile for each subscriber).
The dynamic pmfde holds the current information about users and networks such as the current user location, the current QoS network parameters (bandwidth, loss rate, delay, and jitter). The dynamic profile also holds information of the Impeding Network l'rojle @VP) of the network to which the handover is most likely.
This information changes dynamically when the user lacation or network QoS changes.
B. Adapfabilig h4mager
The goal of the Adaptability Manager is to make decisions about handovm and to select adaptatim for the communication The vertical handover process is rule based and the d e s are (iormally) describxl further in this d o n . The QoS based tIetwork selection process is carried out to satisfy multiple objectives. The p m s is invoked when QoS of a particular network is below perceived acceptance quality, or a user enters the tmsition m e of a new network M when determining the I" network These ohjdves include satisfying the user's preferability of devices, achieving the highest level of bandwidth for their respecb've applications while minimising packet loss, delay, and jitter, and avoiding bandwidth tluclualions which may affect the applications. Our solution for this process is described below (following the decision tules). The RV value determines the relative weight involved in each criterion, where an element indicates bow much more important objective i is than objective j [5] . This process systematically applies weights on each objective relative to the impomce of other objectives. For example, RVIz expresses the relative ratio of user device preferability (objective 1) and video quality (objective 2). Based on the context information provided in Fig.3 , where a score of I is set for user device preferability and 5 for videa quality, the ratio is 1/5=0.2. Calculating the linear score, RV12=(1-0.2) x 10 = 8 (a score of 8 shows a large Step 2 Calculate the network scoring with respect to each objective tbmugh the network pairwiie comparison matrix (equation 4). The purpose of this step is to determine the impxtance of each objective towards each corresponding network, unlike step I which concentrated on the importance of each objective towards the user. For each objective, a Werent scoring technique is applied to assist in efficient network scoring. For objective 3, a QoS space is employed to determine in which region, the QoS pardmeb (jitter, delay, and loss) lie. For device preferability (Objective l), the relative score is calculated b m the differences in priority and scaled between 1-9. For example, to calculate the score value for a user who has devices as described in Fig. 3 including PC device (priority I) and Phone (priority 3), the difference in priority-2 and scaling between 1-9 gives a score of 6 (again a fairly large gap between the network preferability), which results in a painvise matrix shown in equation 5. This calculation is performed for all objectives to determine the score for each network. Similarly to step 1, after normalizing equation 5, the average values of each row is calculated to obtain a score for each network of the corresponding objective -S;,, S , ..... S, (objective j, network i). In thi~caseNetwork,&~ = O M andNetwork~l=0.16.
Step 3-Determine the sum of products of weights and network score for each network obtained h m step 1 and 2 (equation S), and select the network with the hirhest sum. 2)The QoS mappingprocess: When a decision is made that a handover should be performed and to which network, the QoS mapping proms is required to adapt the communication stream to suit both the new networking environment and the new device capability (the latter only in the event of the device change). Our QoS Mapping process deals with the availability of network resources (bandwidth) and if necessary it selects an appropriate stream conversion and filtration to suit bandwidth availability in the new network Using context information about the device input h e rate and network bandwidth, QoS mapping process determines the degree of filtering requred on the communication stream. The filters are applied at the proxies residing in each of the networks, which are described in the next section. The QoS mapping is extended if the user moves on to a GPRSKJMTS network, to incorporate the QoS profile context subscribed by the
C. Network Proxies
The proxies residing in each network are used to redirect communication streams between networks during vertical handovers. The proxies receive notification of requested bandover operations from the Adaptability Manager. S i c e OUT architecture provides vettical handovers to GPRSlUMTS networks, a proxy is also placed at the interface of the GPRS gateway node (as shown in Fig. I) .
The proxie provide QoS support during the handover through two operations: doublecasting the stream during handovers and dynamic packet buffering. The doublecasting operation performed by the proxy sends the stream to the mobile host and also to the new proxy the mobile host is migrating to. This operation is shown in Fig. 1 . Initially the mobile host is connected to Network 1. Packet stream is transmitted through the proxy of the Correspondent Host and s@eamed thmugh the proxy of Network 1 to the mobile host. When a vertical handover is kggered, the sfnun is also sent h m the proxy of Network 1 to the proxy of Network 2. As the mobile migrates to Network 2 the packets are continuously streamed to the mobile host through the new proxy. During this o p t i o n , the sbeam is redirected from the Correspondent Host to Network 2. As scan as the redirected packets anive, the doublecasting operation is terminated. The purpose of this operation is to eliminate packet losses during user.
vertical handovers, and minimise delay and jitter. It is also supported by the dynamic buffering mechanism which buffers packets during the handover to avoid any packet losses and e l i t e any jitters that are imposed on the packet streams. The detailed description of this mechanism and its justification is presented in [4] .
111.

PROTOTYPE AND EXPERIMENTS
A prototype has been built which demonstrates vertical handover for a streaming JPEG RTF' video application using the Java Media Framework (.IMF) The proxies situated in each network were built h m the JMF components. The scenario depicted for the prototype is shown in Fig. 3 (static and dynamic  context information) and Fig.4 (gid map) . The static context profile shows user devices and their ranking. Only part of the dynamic context profile is presented showing the current device, current network and the l " network.
For this particular application, the objective weights were calculated fiom the user perceived QoS (step 1 AHP calculation) which resulted in the following values: wm,=0.445, ~~f l . 0 5 , w&&1, and wh&.445. According to these objective weigbts, large weights were applied to objective 1 & 4, followed by objective 3 and lastly objective 2.
Location changes are illustrated in Fig.4 , and the results of the network QoS monitoring are presented UI Fig. 7, 8, 9 , and 10 (bandwidth, delay, jitter, and loss respectively). To make the solution scalable, notifications about users enteringneaving network coverage and about QoS changes are delivered to the Context Repository by the IOcatidQoS monitoring agents. The Adaptability Manager evaluates these changes ( b a d on Rules 1-4) to make a decision about vertical handovers. However, for the purpose of this prototype, to better illustrate the evaluation DIUC~SS. a continuos 00s based network selection was used as . described below.
The end mm illustrates the tmnsition zones for the WLAN and Ethem; netwdrks for the PC and Iaptop. In &is scenari4the user was using a laptop and was connected via Ethernet at position shown in Fig. 6 . The Network score graph shows the relation of the scores compared to the " n t bandwidth, jitter, delay and loss.
At approximately time 12, the current network score (score - 
IV. CONCLUSION
We have presented in this paper a context-aware vertical handover that is built for future pervasive environments. It can be used as one of adaptation methods to context changes in such doublecasting between proxies of the old and a new network The proposed vertical handover mechanism is currently being integrated with OUT inhsltucture for pervasive computing [6, 7] .
